
Complex regulatory challenges relating to both documentation and reimbursement, as well as  
the ICD‐10 CM transition, affect  all providers, on many different levels, including revenue cycle 
management.  Timely coding ,quick turnaround on coding denials, and quality reporting are 
great challenges, and HGS has developed teams that can quickly engage with your staff to keep 
you current.  

HGS Medical Coding, Quality Assurance (QA), and business intelligence services contribute 
to improving the provider coding environment. Our coding services include ICD‐10‐CM/ PCS‐
compliant coding and billing services that improve net revenue, reduce bad debt, and speed up 
cash collections.

HGS offers a unique Quality Assurance Program with process‐specific auditors for DRG, APC, 
ED facility charge, hospital‐based physicians, and specialty accounts.  Our onshore coders are 
appropriately trained and AHIMA‐ or AAPC‐certified, and plug‐and‐play ready to access your EHR 
via a HIPAA‐secure VPN.  Our offshore coding teams include doctors and nurses who are team 
leaders, active coders, and auditors, as well as certified and trained coders working on complex 
to routine coding issues.  The auditing workflow includes a Self‐learning Portal for all coders, 
which dramatically reduces training time (up to 80% reduction) by being online, quiz‐ and test‐
based, scenario‐based, interactive, and self‐directed. HGS’s US‐based leadership team is certified 
for coding training.  With a comprehensive understanding of payment rules, HIPAA, HITECH, and 
Omnibus Act issues applicable to the coding environment, HGS will deliver the highest levels of 
Customer Service, and will ensure ample face time for the customer to discuss daily activities. 
Our coders are available to meet your staffing needs, on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.

Providing Medical Coding Services 
to All Healthcare Providers

“As a result of HGS’s 
informative monthly reporting, 
we were able to address areas 
of opportunity and prevent 
future accounts from aging.”
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Tangible and Measurable Results 

• 100% quality control of all charts coded
• Consistent and accurate coding, 24x7x365
• Teams of certified onshore coders to focus on overflow, vacation, and transition work queues (both high‐complexity and simpler 

accounts)
• Cost‐containment, via staffing and process efficiencies that focus on high‐volume, low‐complexity coding as needed
• Focus on core business activities

Proof Point
HGS provides certified coders and trained account representatives for every healthcare coding need, from initial coding of inpatient 
and ASC accounts, to the standard coding of high‐volume, low‐complexity outpatient diagnostic visits. HGS coders, working from secure 
work stations in the United States, as well as offshore, will augment your coding workforce, supplement your staff during vacations and 
periods of transition, and help work down backlogs due to high volumes, changes in coding conventions, and high incidences of coding 
denials.

As another example of success, a 13‐year client engaged HGS as a coding partner two years ago.  The partnership allowed our customer 
to outsource an additional 50‐60 coders with no additional outlay for work space. Additionally, with the value of offshore resources, 
our client was able to see a 50%+ reduction in coding costs, as well as all training and quality control costs transferred to HGS.  IN 
addition, our client has the flexibility it needs to address the volatile environment of ICD‐10 coding and denial management by using 
our flexible resources, rather than fixed FTE costs of employed coders.

Hinduja Global Solutions Limited (HGS) was ranked as a “Leader” in the NelsonHall Vendor Evaluation and Assessment 
Tool (NEAT) for Customer Management Services (CMS) in Healthcare under both Payer and Provider categories. 

Vicki Jenkins, CMS Industry Analyst with NelsonHall, said “HGS currently provides a wide portfolio of offerings and is 
looking to the future, as it supports its healthcare payer and provider clients.”
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About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more competitive. 
HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional voice contact center 
services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement to platform-based, back-
office services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation, and interaction expertise to 
deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency, and helps 
retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media, healthcare, insurance, 
banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer packaged goods industries, as well as the 
public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000 employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering 
localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016, HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of 
the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than four decades of experience working with some of the 
world’s most recognized brands.
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